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Cyborg Cat: Rise of the Parsons Road Gan Adepitan, Ade 9781848128996 £5.99 Studio Press 08+

Set in the 80s, this is the story of a young boy learning to adjust to living in London. His parents are keen to 
embrace their new life in a very different country, while retaining their own culture and principles. Ade is less 
sure that they can fit in, especially after encounters with some unpleasant attitudes towards his colour and 
disability (he wears a caliper on his leg as a result of contracting polio when he was very young). However, 
where friendship is concerned, sport proves to be a great leveller. And before long, he is a member of the 
Parson’s Road Gang

Simon vs The Homosapians Agenda Albertalli, Becky 9780141356099 £7.99 Penguin 15+

Straight people should have to come out too. And the more awkward it is, the better. Simon Spier is sixteen 
and trying to work out who he is - and what he's looking for. But when one of his emails to the very distracting 
Blue falls into the wrong hands, things get all kinds of complicated. Because, for Simon, falling for Blue is a 
big deal ...   CONTAINS ADULT LANGUAGE

The Crossover Alexander, Kwame 9781783443673 £7.99 Barrington Stoke 08+

Being at home is hard for Hannah. With Mum, Dad and Vix always fighting they've got no time for her or her 
worries, she might as well be invisible. But when she finds an abandoned diary in the park containing 
snippets and photographs of the colourful life of the mysterious Sami Star, Hannah hopes she's found the 
real friend she always needed. Little does Hannah know Sami needs her too..

Birthday Boy Baddiel, David 9780008200510 £6.99 Harper Collins 09+

Sam Green, who really, really, really loves birthdays. He loves the special breakfasts. The presents. The 
themed parties. Blowing out the candles on his cake. He is so excited about his 11th birthday that he wishes 
it was his birthday every day. So, at first, it’s quite exciting when his birthday happens again the next 
morning. And again. And again… But it’s not long before things start to go wrong. Soon, disaster strikes, 
threatening something Sam loves even more than birthdays.

Head Kid Baddiel, David 9780008200527 £9.99 HarperCollins 10+

Bracket Wood is about to be visited by the school inspectors. And there's one BIG problem: Ryan Ward: The 
Pranster Prince; The Scourge of Teachers; The Naughtiest Kid in School. But when Ryan finally goes too far 
the Head Teacher just…..walks out. In comes Mr Carter. A man so strict even the teachers are afraid of him. 
So imagine his surprise when they swap bodies. Now Ryan is in charge. Which is AWESOME.......Until...it 
isn't. Soon Bracket Wood School goes off the rails completely -- and only its worst ever pupil can fix it

Mr Pattacake & the Space Mission Baudet, Stephanie 9781782260592 £4.99 Sweet Cherry 08+

Mr Pattacake and his ginger cat Treaclehave been invited into outer space! Whilst the scientists collect 
samples from the planet Collywobble, Mr Pattacake tries to show the Collywobblians what food from planet 
Earth is like. But as ever with Mr Pattacake, disaster strikes and he must find a way to rescue the mission 
and save Treacle from the evil CATerpillar!     Join Mr Pattacake and his lazy cat, Treacle, as they go into 
space, chase a floating pile of vomit and discover some delightfully disgusting dishes.                                       

Bear Grylls Adventures 01 - The Blizzard 
Challenge Bear Grylls 978178690122 £4.99 Bear Grylls 06+

Olly isn't enjoying camp. Why should he bother building a shelter or foraging for food with his mates - he'd 
rather be at home. Then Olly is given a compass with a mysterious fifth direction. When he follows it, he's 
magically transported to a mountain range where he meets Bear Grylls. With his help, Olly must learn to 
survive in sub-zero temperatures, including what to do if the ice cracks when you're crossing a frozen lake, or 
a blizzard sets in . . .But can his adventure with Bear change Olly's mind about teamwork and perseverance?

Bear Grylls Adventures 02 - The Desert 
Challenge Bear Grylls 9781786960139 £4.99 Bear Grylls 06+

Sophie loves activity camp . . . but is terrified of insects. It's so bad that she won't go into the tent on her own, 
just in case something flies at her. But when she's given a compass by one of the other boys, She is 
magically transported to the desert on an adventure where they're impossible to avoid! With the help of Bear 
Grylls as her guide, she will learn how to withstand the extreme temperatures of the desert and how to spot 
mirages, encounter giant camel spiders, deadly scorpions and snakes . . . but will Sophie overcome her fear 
of insects?

Bear Grylls Adventures 04 - The Sea 
Challenge Bear Grylls 9781786960153 £4.99 Bear Grylls 06+

Chloe is enjoying activity camp and all the outdoor fun. But can't understand why everyone goes on about 
"leaving things the way you found them". What's the big deal about a bit of litter? The world is big enough for 
a bit of rubbish not to matter. But when she's given a compass with a fifth direction she's transported to a 
island beach and has to brave the extreme conditions with the help of Bear Grylls. It's not like a typical trip to 
the seaside! First there's a shipwreck to escape through raging surf, fresh water to source, quicksand and 
sea rchins
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Bear Grylls Adventures 05 - The River 
Challenge Bear Grylls 9781786960160 £4.99 Bear Grylls 06+

Jack loves all sorts of outdoor activities - but he just can't stand getting wet. Can an adventure with Bear 
Grylls in a Chinese river gorge, rafting down the rapids, change his mind? Anything that means he might 
have to swim and Jack is the first to duck out of it. But when he falls into a small stream at Camp, he's not 
just embarrassed - he's been transported to a raging river where dangers lurk around every bend. Luckily, 
the inspirational adventurer Bear Grylls is there to guide him through the treacherous waters and give him 
back some of his lost confidence

Bear Grylls Adventures 06 - The 
Earthquake Challenge Bear Grylls 9781786960177 £4.99 Bear Grylls 06+

Fatima's loving Camp during the daytime, but nights in the tent are scary. Then she's given a mysterious 
compass that transports her to a deserted city, where the aftershocks of a huge earthquake are still being felt 
and all the lights are out - and the buildings are falling down around her. But soon Fatima meets up with 
survival expert Bear Grylls, who helps her get safely out of the danger zone. Together they discover that the 
city's not quite as deserted as it seemed . . . and Fatima learns a few things about staying calm no matter 

hat happens

Bear Grylls Adventures 07 - The Volcano 
Challenge Bear Grylls 9781786960511 £4.99 Bear Grylls 06+

Charlie loves a challenge - he's addicted to video games and an expert at figuring our how to get to the next 
level. But sometimes the real world can seem a bit dull. Then he finds himself on the slopes of an active 
volcano, with red-hot lava heading his way! There's no time to be bored with Bear as his guide out of danger 
. . .

Bear Grylls Adventures 08 - The Safari 
Challenge Bear Grylls 9781786960535 £4.99 Bear Grylls 06+

Evie likes new experiences - except for being extremely fussy about what she eats. Suddenly she finds 
herself on a sun-baked safari with Bear Grylls, where food and water are scarce and dangerous wild animals 
prowl the plains. To survive, Evie must eat what she can, when she can ... even if it seems absolutely 
disgusting!

Bear Grylls Adventures 09 - The Cave  
Challenge Bear Grylls 9781786960559 £4.99 Bear Grylls 06+

A mysterious compass with a fifth direction transports a young boy to an extensive cave system filled with 
bats, treacherous drops and hidden dangers. Luckily, survival expert Bear Grylls is on hand to guide him 
safely out, facing his fears and gaining in confidence along the way.

Bear Grylls Adventures 11 - The Arctic 
Challenge Bear Grylls 9781786960795 £4.99 Bear Grylls 06+

Joe gets on well with everyone, enjoys camp and all the activities and is always up for a challenge. But he 
has a big problem with remembering directions and following instructions. When he gets a mysterious 
compass from a friend, he sets off on an adventure with Bear Grylls in the freezing cold Arctic tundra, where 
knowing where you're going is crucial to survival...

S.C.R.E.A.M. The Mummy's Revenge Beasley, Andrew 9781474906920 £6.99 Usborne 12+

In the dark and winding streets of Edinburgh, a burglar is on the prowl. But this is no ordinary thief.
Three thousand years old and risen from the grave, this rampaging robber is a rotting Egyptian mummy – 
and he wants rubies and revenge!
There's only one crime-fighting force who can deal with a menace like this: Billy Flint & Charley Steel aka 
S.C.R.E.A.M. – top-secret investigators of Supernatural Crimes, Rescues, Emergencies And Mysteries.

Magisterium 01 - The Iron Trial Black, Holly & 
Clare, Cassandra 9780552567732 £6.99 Corgi Books 09+

Think you know magic? Think again. The Magisterium awaits . . .Most people would do anything to get into 
the Magisterium and pass the Iron Trial. Not Callum Hunt.  Call has been told his whole life that he should 
never trust a magician. And so he tries his best to do his worst – but fails at failing. Now he must enter the 
Magisterium. 
It's a place that's both sensational and sinister. And Call realizes it has dark ties to his past and a twisty path 
to his f t re The Iron Trial is j st the beginning Call’s biggest test is still to come

Magisterium 02 - The Copper Gauntlet Black, Holly & 
Clare, Cassandra 9780552567718 £6.99 Corgi Books 09+

Callum Hunt’s summer break isn’t like other kids’. His closest companion is a Chaos-ridden wolf, Havoc. His 
father suspects him of being secretly evil. And, of course, most kids aren’t heading back to school in the 
magical world of the Magisterium . . . It’s not easy for Call . . . and it gets even harder after he checks out his 
basement and discovers that his dad might be trying to destroy both him and Havoc.
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Magisterium 03 - The Bronze Key Black, Holly & 
Clare, Cassandra 9780552567701 £6.99 Corgi Books 09+

Magic can save you, Magic can kill you, It should be a time of celebration. The Enemy of Death is dead; a 
severed head proof of his downfall. The magical world has no reason to believe otherwise, and Callum, 
Tamara and Aaron are celebrated as heroes. But at a party in their honour, things go horribly wrong. A fellow 
student is murdered, and it seems Call’s worst fears are confirmed: there is a spy in the Magisterium. No one 
is safe. Now, using the powerful magic, the trio must risk their lives to track down the killer. But magic is 
dangero s

Magisterium 04 - The Silver Mask Black, Holly & 
Clare, Cassandra 9780552567749 £6.99 Corgi Books 09+

Callum Hunt's life has fallen apart. His friend is gone. The spy has escaped. His secret is out.  He is facing 
an existence behind bars, banished from the rest of the magical community for what he is - for what he might 
become.  But a shocking revelation has promised freedom - at a cost. Will he stay strong, and faithful to his 
friends and teachers? Or take the risk, and destroy everything he's ever loved?  This fourth year at the 
Magisterium will be unlike anything else that has gone before . . . 

Magisterium 05 - The Golden Tower Black, Holly & 
Clare, Cassandra 9780552567756 £6.99 Corgi Books 09+

A generation ago, powerful mage Constantine Madden came close to achieving what no magician had ever 
achieved: the ability to bring back the dead. He didn't succeed . . . but he did find a way to keep himself alive, 
inside a young child named Callum Hunt. Facing up to what he is, Callum has battled chaos and evil across 
four years of magical training at the Magisterium, eventually defeating the armies of chaos in an epic battle. It 
came at a cost.

Soulmates Bourne, Holly 9781409557500 £7.99 Usborne 14+

After a chance meeting at a local band night, Poppy and Noah find themselves swept up in a whirlwind 
romance unlike anything they’ve ever experienced before. But while the odds of this happening are about as 
likely as being struck by lightning, when they do meet and fall in love, thunderstorms, lightning strikes and 
lashings of rain are only the beginning of their problems.

With a secret international agenc preparing to separate them and a trail of destr ction r mbling in their

Drone Racer Briggs, Andy 9781407188423 £6.99 Scholastic 09+

Carson and his friends are into drone racing but the older kids always outclass them with more expensive 
tech. When they come across a faster drone, they think they're in luck – but then they discover the military 
want it back.

When the Mountains Roared Butterworth, Jess 9781510102118 £6.99 Orion 09+

When Ruby's dad uproots her from Australia to a hotel in the mountains of India, she is devastated. Not only 
are they living in a run-down building in the surrounded by scorpions, bears and leopards, but Ruby is sure 
that India will never truly feel like home - not without her mum. Ever since her mum died, Ruby has been 
afraid. Of cars. Of the dark. Of going to sleep and never waking up. But  the last remaining leopards of the 
mountain are threatened and everything changes. Ruby vows to do all she can to protect them - if she can 
onl o ercome her fears

Baking with Dad Cacciapuoti, 
Aurora 9781846437540 £6.78 Child's Play 03+

Today we're baking with Dad! We have everything we need, including the most important ingredient - Dad 
himself! But who are we baking for? And who's going to do the clearing up?

Christmas Nevermore Cadieux, Marc 9780989893305 £6.99 Sir Reel Films 09+

Holiday season is approaching, Polik and Nika are filled with excitement. All of the children living in their Inuit 
village, Akilineq, are anticipating its arrival. But will this be the first time that Santa is unable to deliver his gifts 
on time for Christmas? Big Oil has been drilling on the outskirts of Akilineq, affecting the residents’ way of life 
and when the oil company accidentally begins drilling in the wrong place, a chain of events is set in motion 
which threatens the life of their grandfather Ikkuma, and the safety of the seen and unseen.

Sugar the Robot and the race to save the 
Earth: Volume 1 (The Roboteers series) Cartwright, Ryan 9781484965450 £4.99

CreateSpace 
Independent 

Publishing Platform
07+

Imagine you are ten years old and love robots. You manage to fix the old toy robot your Grandad gave you 
only to find it is a lot more than just a robot. Tim and his friend Priya find themselves in a race to stop an alien 
invasion, save humanity and somehow explain to his Mum what this has to do with her favourite knickers
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Jack Reacher 03 - Tripwire Child, Lee 9780857500069 £7.99 Bantam Books 12+

For Jack Reacher being invisible has become a habit.  He spends his days digging swimming pools by hand 
and his nights as the bouncer in the local strip club in the Florida Keys.  He doesn't want to be found. But 
someone has sent a private detective to seek him out. Then Reacher finds the guy beaten to death with his 
fingertips sliced off. It's time to head north and work out who is trying to find him and why.

Jack Reacher 04 - The Visitor Child, Lee 9780857500076 £7.99 Bantam Books 12+

Sergeant Amy Callan and Lieutenant Caroline Cooke have a lot in common.     Both were army high-flyers. 
Both were acquainted with Jack Reacher. Both were forced to resign from the service.      Now they're both 
dead.              Found in their own homes, naked, in a bath full of paint. Apparent victims of an army man.  A 
loner, a smart guy with a score to settle, a ruthless vigilante.............A man just like Jack Reacher.

Jack Reacher 05 - Echo Burning Child, Lee 9780857500083 £7.99 Bantam Books 12+

Jack Reacher, adrift in the hellish heat of a Texas summer.    Looking for a lift through the vast empty 
landscape. A woman stops, and offers a ride. She is young, ich and beautiful.    But her husband's in jail. 
When he comes out, he's going to kill her.   Her family's hostile, she can't trust the cops and the lawyers 
won't help. She is entangled in a web of lies and prejudice, hatred and murder.    Jack Reacher could never 
resist a lady in distress 

Jack Reacher 06 - Without Fail Child, Lee 9780857500090 £7.99 Bantam Books 12+

Jack Reacher walks alone. No job, no ID, no last known address. But he never turns down a plea for help. 
Now a woman tracks him down. A woman serving at the very heart of US power. A woman who needs 
Reacher's assistance in her new job. Her job? Protecting the Vice-President of the United States. Her 
problem?  Someone wants the VP dead.

Jack Reacher 07 - Persuader Child, Lee 9780857500106 £7.99 Bantam Books 12+

Never forgive, never forget. Jack Reacher lives for the moment. Without a home. Without commitment. But 
he has a burning desire to right wrongs - and rewrite his own agonizing past. Never apologize. Never explain. 
When Reacher witnesses a brutal kidnap attempt, he takes the law into his own hands. But a cop dies. Has 
Reacher lost his sense of right and wrong?

Jack Reacher 14 - 61 Hours Child, Lee 9780553825565 £7.99 Bantam Books 12+

HOUR SIXTY-ONE Icy winter in South Dakota. A bus skids and crashes in a  storm. On the back seat: Jack 
Reacher, hitching a ride to nowhere.  HOUR THIRTY-ONE A small town is threatened by sinister forces. 
One brave woman is standing up for justice.If she's going to live to testify, she'll need help from a man like 
Reacher.Because there's a killercoming for her. HOUR ZERO Has Reacher finally met his match? He 
doesn't want to put the world to rights. He just doesn't like people who put it to wrongs.

Jack Reacher 01 - Killing Floor Child, Lee 9780553826166 £7.99 Bantam Books 15+

Killing Floor' is the first book in the bestselling Jack Reacher series. It introduces Reacher, as the tough ex-
military cop of no fixed abode. Trained to think fast and act faster - the perfect action hero.                                
Margrave is a no-account little town in Georgia. Jack Reacher jumps off a bus and walks fourteen miles in 
the rain to reach it, in search of a dead guitar player.    But Margave has just had its first homicide in thirty 
years. Reacher is the only sranger in town. As the body count mounts, the only thing is for sure: they picked 
the rong g

Jack Reacher 02 - Die Trying Child, Lee 9780857500052 £7.99 Bantam Books 15+

Jack Reacher, alone, strolling nowhere.    A Chicago street in bright sunshine. A young woman struggling on 
crutches. He offers her a steadying arm.    And turns to see a handgun aimed at his stomach.    Chained in a 
dark van racing across America, Reacher doesn't know why they've been kidnapped. The woman claims to 
be FBI. She's certainly tough enough. But at their remote destination, will raw courage be enough to 
overcome the hopeless odds?

Cinderella (Child's Play Classic Fairy 
Tales) Child's Play 9781846434402 £6.99 Child's Play 03+

Fairy tales have been part of the storytelling tradition for many hundreds of years and are as popular today 
as ever. Full of drama, fun and adventure, these much-loved tales help develop and enrich a child's 
language, values and imagination. Like the other tales in this series, this classic tale is bought to life by a 
spirited and humorous retelling and bright, lively illustrations.
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Jack and the Beanstalk (Child's Play) Child's Play 9781846434372 £6.99 Child's Play 03+

Fairy tales have been part of the storytelling tradition for many hundreds of years and are as popular today 
as ever. Full of drama, fun and adventure, these much-loved tales help develop and enrich a child's 
language, values and imagination. Like the other titles in this series, this classic tale is bought to life by a 
spirited and humorous retelling and bright, lively illustrations.

Little Red Riding Hood (Child's Play) Child's Play 9781846434396 £6.99 Child's Play 03+

Fairy tales have been part of the storytelling tradition for many hundreds of years and are as popular today 
as ever. Full of drama, fun and adventure, these much-loved tales help develop and enrich a child's 
language, values and imagination. Like the other titles in this series, this classic tale is bought to life by a 
spirited and humorous retelling and bright, lively illustrations.

Three Little Pigs, The (Child's Play Classic 
Fairy Tales) Child's Play 9781846434389 £6.99 Child's Play 03+

Fairy tales have been part of the storytelling tradition for many hundreds of years and are as popular today 
as ever. Full of drama, fun and adventure, these much-loved tales help develop and enrich a child's 
language, values and imagination. Like the other tales in this series, this classic tale is bought to life by a 
spirited and humorous retelling and bright, lively illustrations.

Al's Awesome Science - Blast-Off! Clarke, Jane 9780993553752 £6.99 Five Quills 08+

Take one family and one BIG IDEA.        Add LOTS of Balloons, a marshmallow catapult, a dog with fleas 
and a bottle rocket.        NOW BLAST-OFF!  (it could get MESSY!)

Al's Awesome Science: Blast-Off! Clarke, Jane 9780993553752 6.99 Five Quills 08+

It's the twins' birthday and Al and his friends are experimenting to find out how to blast off his time machine 
into outer space. Trouble is, fiddling with balloons and homemade rockets is very messy! When some extra 
baking powder accidentally spills onto the cake, it has some unexpected gassy consequences.

You Can't take an Elephant on the Bus Cleveland-Peck, 
Patricia 9781408849828 £6.99 Bloomsbury 05+

Never put a camel in a sailing boat, or a tiger on a train, and don't even THINK about asking a whale to ride 
a bike ... This riotous picture book is filled with animals causing total disaster as they try to travel in the most 
unsuitable vehicles. A real romp of a book, with hilarious rhyming text and spectacular illustrations.

Jelly Cotterill, Jo 9781848126732 £6.99 Piccadilly Press 08+

Jelly is the life and soul of the classroom and great at doing impressions. She's also overweight. She's 
learned to deal with the put-downs,  pretending she finds it all  funny - while making up poems and writing her 
worries in a notebook.Then Lennon arrives, Mum's new boyfriend. He's nice, treats her mum well. He's the 
first to have noticed she is playing a part. He reads her poems, tells her they're really good, he'd like to set 
one to music. When a school talent show is announced, Lennon persuades Jelly sing her poem. But can 
Jell find the co rage?

Sputnik's Guide to Life on Earth Cottrell Boyce, 
Frank 978144723757 £6.99 Macmillan 10+

ONE SUMMER TO SAVE THE WORLD!                                                                                                              
When Prez meets Sputnik -- a small, loud alien-- he's shocked to hear that the world is about to be 
destroyed. Unless Prez can show Sputnik ten things worth seeing or doing on Earth . . .                                    
But Prez's list of amazing things is not quite the same as Sputnik's -- will it be enough to save the planet?

Cloud, The Cumming, Hannah 9781846433436 £5.99 Child's Play 04+

In Art Class, one girl never draws anything. Quiet and withdrawn, she seems to have a little black cloud 
above her. But one of her classmates is determined to make her smile, and in so doing, they discover a way 
of making art that everyone else can enjoy, too. An exceptional debut from author/illustrator Hannah 
Cumming, and a unique testament to the power of persistence, friendship, creativity and the imagination.
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Rosie Loves Jack Darbon, Mel 9781474937832 £7.99 Usborne 14+

Rosie loves Jack. Jack loves Rosie. So when they're separated, Rosie will do anything to find the boy who 
makes the sun shine in her head. Even run away from home. Even struggle across London and travel to 
Brighton, though the trains are cancelled and the snow is falling. Even though people might think a girl like 
Rosie could never survive on her own. See the world through new eyes in this one-in-a-million story.

A Taste of Honey Delaney, Shelagh 9780413316806 £10.99 Bloomsbury 15+

The play is about the adolescent Jo and her relationships with those about her - her irresponsible, roving 
mother Helen and her mum's newly acquired drunken husband, the black sailor who leaves her pregnant and 
Geoffrey the homosexual art student who moves in to help with the baby. It is also about Jo's unshakeable 
optimism throughout her trials.

Nipper and the Lunchbox Dillamore, Lucy 9781786281791 £6.99 Child's Play 03+

Nipper hates being left alone all day while his best friend Richard is at work. But when he realizes one 
morning that Richard has left his lunchbox behind. Nipper sets off on a difficult journey to deliver it. Will 
Nipper find Richard in time? Will he survive the many dangers along the way? And what will happen when he 
gets there? A touching story from a new talent about the power of determination and the strength of true 
friendship.

Lightning Girl Dixon, Alesha 9781407180847 £6.99 Scholastic 09+

Aurora  lives at home with her utterly unremarkable family… until the day she sees her little sister being 
picked on in the playground and suddenly beams of light shoot out of her fingers! It’s time for her parents to 
drop a life-changing bombshell. Mum is a secret superhero, fighting crime across the globe while Dad looks 
after the kids at home. As Aurora’s own powers come into play, will she be able to balance her new super 
skills training with school? Will she be able to keep it all a secret from her friends? 

The Detective Dog Donaldson, Julia 9781509801602 £6.99 Macmillan 05+

Peter’s dog Nell has an amazing sense of smell. Her nose is always hard at work solving mysteries and 
finding all Peter’s lost toys. But Nell has other talents too . . .When she’s not cracking cases, Nell goes to 
school with Peter and listens to the children read. Books about dinosaurs,  about space and even about dogs 
– Nell loves them all! But one day Peter and Nell arrive at school to find all the books have disappeared! 
Who could have taken them, and why? Luckily, Detective Dog Nell, with help from the whole class, is ready 
to sniff o t the thief!

The Scarecrows' Wedding Donaldson, Julia 9781407144689 £6.99 Scholastic 05+

THE SCARECROWS' WEDDING is a fabulous love story, with drama, humour, originality - and a happy 
ending! Two scarecrows, Betty O'Barley and Harry O'Hay, are planning the perfect wedding. But wicked 
scarecrow, Reginald Rake, has other ideas and almost ruins their special day. Harry must become a hero 
before he and Betty can have the wedding of their dreams.

Esme Dooley Donovan, Jane 9781939360038 £13.99 Sky Candle Press 08+

Troubles beset 11yr-old Esme. Dangled over wells, thrown into root cellars, forced to empty chamber pots, 
she longs for a better life. Yet her latest runaway scheme has failed miserably, like all the others. And now 
her murderous guardian has sold her to a workhouse on Rag-Picker's Row. Just in time, Esme hears a 
startling secret that could change her destiny. She sets out on a golden journey with her cousin Tommy to 
recover family treasure. Tragedy strikes, making them reexamine the boundaries of friendship and the 
meaning of famil

The Ransom of Dond Dowd, Siobhan 9780552574365 £7.99 Corgi Books 09+

Darra is an omen of unluck: a thirteenth child. To appease the dark god, Dond, and bring good fortune to her 
small island community, Darra must be sacrificed at the age of thirteen - by drowning.  On the eve of her final 
birthday, Darra begins to dream of the twin brother she has watched from afar but never met, and dares to 
hope that she might escape her fate . . . 

Where Did You Go Today? Duke, Jenny 9781786282002 £6.99 Child's Play 03+

A visit to the local play area becomes an exciting adventure thanks to the transforming powers of a child's 
imagination. Familiar landscapes turn into exotic and mysterious worlds to discover and explore.
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Infinite Lives of Maisie Day Edge, Christopher 9781788000291 £6.99 Nosy Crow 10+

It's Maisie's birthday. She's hoping for the things she needs to build her own nuclear reactor.But the house is 
empty and outsidethe front door is nothing but a dense, terrifying blackness.                                                       
Trapped in an ever-shifting reality, Maisie will have to rely on the laws of the universe and the love of her 
family to save her. And even that might not be enough . . .

Boy Who Lost His Bumble, The Esberger, Trudi 9781846436611 £5.99 Child's Play 03+

The boy in this debut picture book is fascinated by the bees in his garden, and is puzzled and saddened 
when they disappear one rainy day. What can have caused them to leave, and is there anything he can do to 
get his bumble back? Nothing he tries is successful, but things start to look a little brighter with the arrival of 
Spring. A gentle, quirky introduction to the cycles of nature, with an important and highly topical message 
about the value of bees to our world.

There's An Alien In Your Book Fletcher, Tom 978024135720 £10.99 Penguin 02+

There's an Alien in Your Book is the next in the series of bestsellers There's a Monster in Your 
Book and There's a Dragon in Your Book. It's packed full of interactive fun, with a gentle message about 
openness, acceptance and inclusion that will speak to the very youngest readers.

The Creakers Fletcher, Tom 9780141388847 £6.99 Puffin 08+

Imagine if one day you woke up and all the grown-ups had vanished. That's what happens to LUCY 
DUNGSTON. She's the hero of this story. While the rest of the children in Lucy's town are running wild, she's 
coming up with a plan to find out what's going on. Then, late one night, Lucy spots four mysterious creatures 
creeping around her bedroom: GRUNT, GUFF, SCRATCH and SNIFF. They are THE CREAKERS. And 
they know exactly what's going on........under your bed........

Shadow Jumper Forster, J M 9780993070907 £6.99 ScribblePad Press 09+

Jack Phillips's allergy to sunshine confines him to the shadows, leaving him lonely and at risk of life-
threatening burns. Shadow jumping on the rooftops at dusk makes him feel alive. But Jack's condition is 
suddenly worse than ever and only his missing scientist dad can save him. As Jack and Beth, begin their 
search and delve into his dad's past for clues, they have no idea what they are about to uncover. Shocking 
rumours and dark secrets bombard them at every turn. But when it comes to the truth, how far will Jack jump 
to find it?

The Last Zoo Gayton, Sam 9781783447701 £6.99 Anderson Press 10+

Pia lives in a zoo in the middle of the Pacific Ocean with her parents (both ghosts), several old and cranky 
genies, a devil, and two young angels. She spends her days trimming genie-beards, trying to avoid being 
tricked into selling her soul, and waiting for the angels to make a miracle big enough to save the world.
Then the angels go missing. Can she solve the riddles of the mysterious haloes the angels have left behind? 
Is the zoo’s devil really trying to help her? And what does this all have to do with her best friends, the 
Rekkers?

Curious questions and answers about the 
solar system Graham, Ian 9781786174437 9.99 Miles Kelly 09+

This fresh approach to the perennially popular Q & A format takes a sideways look at all that is wild, 
wonderful and downright weird about the solar system. Brilliantly humorous illustrations and playful text 
reveal the amazing answers. Find out how hot the Sun really is, whether there are rainbows on the Moon and 
why planets are round.

Frankie Dupont Grasso, Julie Anne 9780994321619 £5.99 Julia Anne Grasso 07+

When his cousin Kat disappears from Enderby Manor, Frankie Dupont jumps on the scene...only to find 
bumbling Inspector Cluesome has beat him to it. Cluesome thinks Kat has simply wandered off, but Frankie 
isn't buying it. Armed with his knowledge of science, one super-observant mind and some pretty cool hand-
me-down technology, Frankie follows the evidence to a conniving concierge, a six fingered chef, a mad maid 
and a shifty dwarf. All of them are suspects, and Frankie realizes Kat’s time is running out.

Jack Beechwhistle - Rise of the Hairy 
Horror Gray, Kes 9781782953043 £5.99 Red Fox 06+

The world's a dangerous place. Luckily, Jack is around to protect it. He might look like an ordinary boy, but 
he's a junior secret agent. He's tackled all sorts of missions - with a bit of help from his best friends and 
sidekicks, Colin and Harry (as long as it's not past their bedtime).Then Jack notices something strange and 
suspicious about the hairdresser in town, Valentino. Every time Valentino cuts someone's hair, he sweeps 
the hairs up and collects them in a big plastic bag. But what is he using them for?Everything points to 
Valentino being an e il enem agent!
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13 Storey Treehouse Griffiths, Andy 9781447279785 £5.99 Macmillan 06+

Andy and Terry live in the WORLD'S BEST treehouse! It's got a giant catapult, a secret underground 
laboratory, a tank of man-eating sharks and a marshmallow machine that follows you around and shoots 
marshmallows into your mouth whenever you're hungry! Just watch out for the sea monkeys, and the 
monkeys pretending to be sea monkeys, and the giant mutant mermaid sea monster . . . Oh, and, whatever 
you do, don't get trapped in a burp-gas-filled bubble . . . !

Rainforest Groves, Julia 9781846439353 £5.77 Child's Play 03+

Travel deep into the forest - what elusive and fascinating creatures will you find there? Delicate, colourful 
and distinctive, Julia Groves' illustrations introduce us to the animals that live in this precious and 
endangered habitat. Wildlife fans will be thrilled to encounter all kinds of rainforest creatures - from the 
familiar species to the more obscure.

Beyond the Fence Gulemetova, Maria 9781846439308 £6.99 Child's Play 03+

Piggy lives in a large house with Thomas. Thomas knows exactly what Piggy needs. But a chance meeting 
with a wild pig changes everything, and Piggy finds out what lies outside the four walls, beyond the fence. A 
gentle book about freedom and friendship.

The Peculiar Peggs of Riddling Woods Halpin, Samuel J. 9781474945660 £6.99 Usborne 10+

This is the story of a sleepy town called Suds. A place where stories fill the air of children turning grey and 
disappearing without a trace.      Poppy and Erasmus are certain there's something peculiar going on in 
Suds, and they're determined to unravel its secrets. But when they discover the answers might lie in the dark 
and twisting woods, can they find the courage to creep inside and solve this Riddling mystery?               

Island at the End of Everything, The Harwood, Karen 
Millwood 9781910002766 £6.99 Chicken House 10+

Amihan lives on Culion Island, where some of the inhabitants - including her mother - have leprosy. Ami 
loves her home - with its blue seas and lush forests, Culion is all she has ever known. But the arrival of 
malicious government official Mr Zamora changes her world forever: islanders untouched by sickness are 
forced to leave. Banished across the sea, she's desperate to return, and finds a strange and fragile hope in 
a colony of butterflies. Can they lead her home before it's too late?

The Liar's Wife Hayes, Samantha 9781786816696 £8.99 Bookouture 13+

When Ella wakes up in hospital following a hit and run incident, she is scared and confused. Close to tears, 
her eyes fall on a get-well-soon card on the window sill and the nurse reassures her that her loving husband 
will he back soon……………………………………………......................But Ella has never married.                    
A twisty and unputdownable psychological thriller

Errol's Garden Hibbs, Gillian 9781786280848 £6.99 Child's Play 03+

Errol loves gardening, but he doesn't have a real garden. Although his home is full of beautiful plants, he 
longs for an outdoor space where he can grow things. A chance discovery leads to a solution, but Errol can't 
do everything on his own. Luckily, help is near at hand. A heart-warming and inclusive tale about how one 
small boy's dream of a garden unites a diverse community in a positive and enriching experience for 
everyone.

By Royal Command Higson, Charlie 9780141343600 £6.99 Puffin 09+

Following a treacherous rescue mission high in the freezing Alps, James Bond is preparing for life back at 
Eton. But James is under surveillance; his every move is being watched. He alone holds the clue to a 
sinister plot that will bring bloodshed and carnage to his school - and his country.

Shelley Hull, Shelley 9780995765856 £9.99 Hornet Books 12+

Shelley's inspirational memoir is about growing up with facial disfigurement. It records the journey of a timid, 
shy child with no self-confidence or worth, experiencing the world of modern medicine, surgery and setbacks. 
The eventually successful surgery - more than 20 operations, the most challenging during Shelley s teenage 
years. The rare condition led to almost unbearable facial disfigurement and hearing loss. A confident 
survivor who seeks to inspire others with her story. As she says, scars are on my face and body, but not in 
m heart
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Secret Lake, The Inglis,Karen 9780956932303 £6.99 Well Said Press 10+

A lost dog, a hidden time tunnel and a secret lake take Stella and Tom to their home and the children living 
there 100 years in the past. Here they make both friends and enemies and uncover startling connections with 
the present . . . . .

Never Let Me Go Ishiguro, Kazuo 9780571258093 £8.99 Faber & Faber 12+

In one of the most acclaimed novels of recent years, Kazuo Ishiguro imagines the lives of a group of 
students growing up in a darkly skewed version of contemporary England. Narrated by Kathy, now thirty-one, 
Never Let Me Go dramatises her attempts to come to terms with her childhood at the seemingly idyllic 
Hailsham School and with the fate that has always awaited her and her closest friends in the wider world. A 
story of love, friendship and memory, Never Let Me Go is charged throughout with a sense of the fragility of 
life

When the Dragons Came Kefford, Naomi 9781847383044 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 05+

When a family-load of boisterous, bumbling dragons burst into peaceful Poppledown Town, there's sure to 
be trouble! Before long, the whole town is thrown into chaos. The local market is turned upside down, the 
library is louder than ever and the local playgroup has never experienced such disruptive pupils! Will 
Poppledown Town EVER be the same again?

Golbo the Spider's Kermani, Faiz 9781291278750 £5.99 Lulu 08+

Vacuum cleaners. . . What could be more dangerous? The threat from these evil machines had been drilled 
into Golbo the Spider at an early age, ever since his Uncle Snotkrunch had been sucked into one while going 
for a stroll after a family meal. Sure, dodging vacuum cleaners was Golbo's second nature, but one day 
something went wrong. Horribly wrong. And yet, Golbo the spider was about to embark on the most 
extraordinary adventure of his life

Diary of a Wimpy Kid 13 - The Meltdown Kinney, Jeff 9780241321980 £12.99 Penguin 08+

When snow shuts down Greg Heffley's middle school, his neighbourhood transforms into a wintry battlefield.
Rival groups fight over territory, build massive snow forts, and stage epic snowball fights. And in the 
crosshairs are Greg and his trusty best friend, Rowley Jefferson. It's a fight for survival as Greg and Rowley 
navigate alliances, betrayals, and warring gangs in a neighbourhood meltdown.  When the snow clears, will 
Greg and Rowley emerge as heroes? Or will they even survive to see another day?

Diary of an Awesome Friendly Kid Kinney, Jeff 9780241405604 £12.99 Puffin 08+

Hi my name is Rowley Jefferson and this is my book. Now I have a diary just like my friend Greg... Rowley's 
best friend Greg Heffley has chronicled his middle-school years in thirteen Diary of a Wimpy Kid journals. 
Now it's Rowley's turn to give his side of the story. But Rowley has agreed to tell Greg's story along the way, 
too. (After all, Greg says one day he will be rich and famous and the world will need to know how he 
managed it). But Rowley's stories about Greg might not be quite what his friend had in mind . . .

Ginger the Ganster Cat Kusy, Frank 9780957585157 £6.99 Grinning Bandit 
Books 08+

Prawn-loving Ginger is a fat, scruffy street cat. Innocent little Sparky is his new best friend – and 
unsuspecting accomplice. When the chance comes, the two London cats travel to Spain to carry out 
Ginger’s ‘cunning plan’. Will they pull off the cat crime of the century…or will Ginger’s greed prove his 
downfall?

The Girl Who Takes An Eye For An Eye Lagercrantz, David 9780857056436 £7.99 Maclehose Press 15+

Salander is confined to the secure unit of a women's prison, with violence all around her, but for a hacker of 
her skills there are no boundaries.  She gives Mikael Blomkvist a lead that could give him an important 
expose for MILLENIUM magazine, an investigation into a sinister experiment that may also unlock the 
mystery of her harrowing childhood.  The dragon inked into Salander's back is a constant reminder of her 
pledge to fight the injustice she finds on every side, and she will discover the truth, whatever the cost.  She 
does not forgi e

Skulduggery Pleasant 8: Last Stand of 
Dead Men Landy, Derek 9780007489237 £7.99 Harper Collins 11+

He's dead. She's deadly. The bad guys don't stand a chance. Two wars rage. One is a war between 
Sanctuaries - a war of loyalty and betrayal and last, desperate stands. The other is a war within Valkyrie 
Cain's own soul. If she loses, Darquesse will rise.  And the world will burn.
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Kestrel Island Martin, A.B. 9781977841483 Amazon 13+

Some friendships are worth risking your life for…….In a sleepy English seaside town, Sophie Watson isn't 
expecting much excitement. But when she befriends a strange and charasmatic girl called Sienna, she is 
drawn into a terrifying adventure where the future security of the world may be under threat. To find out thr 
truth they must go to Kestrel Island.The plot they uncover is more dastardly than they could possibly have 
imagined. What menace lurks on Kestrel Island? Will Sophie find the courage she needs to survive

Christmas under a Cranberry Sky Martin, Holly 9781786810717 £7.99 Bookouture 13+

Piper lives a life travelling the world, reviewing hotels. She calls nowhere home, works alone and that’s how 
she likes it. Long ago Piper decided that to protect her heart she should lock it away. So when Piper’s next 
assignment brings her to the Stardust Lake Hotel the last person she expects to face is Gabe, the man who 
broke her heart. But Piper isn’t the only one who has been frozen in time by heartbreak. Gabe hasn’t 
forgotten the golden-eyed girl who disappeared from his world without a trace. Now fate has reunited them 
on J niper island

The Lost Dairy of Sami Star McCombie, Karen 9781781128169 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 08+

Being at home is hard for Hannah. With Mum, Dad and Vix always fighting they've got no time for her or her 
worries, she might as well be invisible. But when she finds an abandoned diary in the park containing 
snippets and photographs of the colourful life of the mysterious Sami Star, Hannah hopes she's found the 
real friend she always needed. Little does Hannah know Sami needs her too...

The Distant Echo McDermid, Val 9780007142842 £6.99 Harper/Collins 13+

Some things just won't let you go. The past, for instance……….That night in the cemetary……….The girl's 
body in the snow, her blood scarlet against the white ground….  Four a.m. on a freezing Fife morning and 
four drunken students stumble upon the body of a woman lying in the snow. Rosie has been raped, stabbed 
and left for dead in an ancient Pictish Cemetary. The only suspects....four young men stained with her blood. 
Twenty five years later the police open a cold case for the unsolved murder                                                       

Amelia Sparklepaw Meadows, Daisy 9781408345917 £4.99 Orchard 04+

Welcome to a magical world where animals talk and play - just like you and me!  Best friends Jess and Lily 
love all animals. But when they follow a mysterious golden cat into Friendship Forest - a place where animals 
live in tiny cottages and sip dandelion tea at the Toadstool Cafe - their animal friends suddenly become 
much more magical! Tiny kitten Amelia Sparklepaw is planning a party. Can the girls stop Grizelda the witch 
from ruining it?

Ellie Featherbill  Meadows, Daisy 9781408345856 £4.99 Orchard Books 04+

Best friends Jess and Lily love all animals. But when they follow a mysterious golden cat into Friendship 
Forest - a place where animals live in tiny cottages and sip dandelion tea at the Toadstool Cafe - their animal 
friends suddenly become much more magical!  On their first adventure in Friendship Forest, can the two 
friends rescue adorable baby bunny Lucy Longwhiskers from the wicked witch Grizelda?

Christine the Winter Wonderland Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781408347317 £5.99 Orchard 05+

Kirsty and Rachel are very excited to spending Christmas together. But when Jack Frost steals Christina the 
Winter Wonderland Fairy's magical objects, the magic of winter is under threat! Can the girls and Christina 
help get them back and save Christmas for everyone?

Evelyn the Mermicorn Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781408357545 £5.99 Orchard Books 05+

Three stories in one! Join Rachel and Kirsty for a magical adventure with another fairy friend in this 
bestselling and much-loved series for girls aged 5 and up! Evelyn the Mermicorn Fairy has a very special 
magical pet. But when Jack Frost steals him away from her, the magic of the mermicorn is in danger! Can 
Kirsty and Rachel help get him back?

Anna Fluffyfoot Goes for Gold Meadows, Daisy 9781408346075 £4.99 Orchard 06+

In the magical land of Friendship Forest, the animals are getting ready for a sports day! But wicked Grizelda 
wants to spoil everyone's fun. Can best friends Lily and Jess help super-cute kitten Anna Fluffyfoot stop the 
witch's horrible plans, before the special day is ruined?
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Coco the Cupcake Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781408324981 £4.99 Orchard 06+

Rachel and Kirsty are really excited - Kirsty's aunt works at Candy Land, and has brought them a big bag of 
sweets! But they all taste awful... Can the girls help the Sweet Fairies and stop Jack Frost so that sweets 
taste delicious again?

Ella Snugglepaws Big Cuddle Meadows, Daisy 9781408344248 £4.99 Orchard 06+

Far away in Friendship Forest, Lily and Jess are working hard at the magical Spelltop School. But behind all 
the enchanted fun, there is dark magic brewing ... and the girls think they know where it's coming from... Can 
cuddlesome koala Ella Snugglepaw help them save the school once and for all?

Ellie Featherbill All Alone Meadows, Daisy 9781408326275 £4.99 Orchard 06+

Best friends Jess and Lily love all animals. But when they follow a mysterious golden cat into Friendship 
Forest - a place where animals live in tiny cottages and sip dandelion tea at the Toadstool Cafe - their 
summer holidays suddenly become much more magical! It's Ellie Featherbill's birthday, and she's having a 
party at her houseboat home on Willowtree River. But Grizelda has a wicked plan to poison the river, and 
orders the Boggits to steal the Featherbills' barge - with Ellie still on board! Can Lily and Jess save the little 
d ckling and stop the Boggits?

Holly Santapaws Saves Christmas Meadows, Daisy 9781408341230 £5.99 Orchard Books 06+

It's Christmas in the magical land of Friendship Forest, and Lily and Jess are invited to a wedding! But when 
wicked witch Grizelda turns up on her sleigh, both Christmas and the wedding are in trouble. Can little puppy 
Holly Santapaws help the girls save the day?

Jasmine Whizzpaws to the Rescue Meadows, Daisy 9781408347096 £5.99 Orchard Books 06+

Welcome to a magical world where animals talk and play - just like you and me! Best friends Jess and Lily 
love all animals. But when they follow a mysterious golden cat into Friendship Forest - a place where animals 
live in tiny cottages and sip dandelion tea at the Toadstool Cafe - their animal friends suddenly become 
much more magical!

Katie Prettwhiskers to the Rescue Meadows, Daisy 9781408341155 £4.99 Orchard Books 06+

It's a lovely sunny day in the magical land of Friendship Forest. Lily and Jess and their animal friends are 
having lots of summer fun - until wicked witch Grizelda casts an icy spell!  Can tabby kitten Katie 
Prettywhiskers help the girls save the beautiful Shimmer Lake from being frozen over?

Lottie Littlestripe's Midnight Plan Meadows, Daisy 9781408341100 £4.99 Orchard Books 06+

Welcome to a magical world where animals talk and play - just like you and me!  When wicked witch 
Grizelda casts a spell on the Sweet Dreams Tree, the animals can't sleep!  Can Lily, Jess and baby badger 
Lottie Littlestripe stop Friendship Forest from becoming a nightmare?

Meghan the Wedding Sparkle Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781408356647 £4.99 Orchard Books 06+

Meghan's special magic looks after the magic of matrimony everywhere. But when naughty Jack Frost steals 
her magical triple-jewelled engagement ring (that she wears on a charm round her neck), he breaks the spell 
of love in both the fairy and human worlds! Couples and best friends everywhere keep falling out, and 
forgetting what it is they love about each other. Kirsty and Rachel must help Meghan get her ring back before 
the Fairyland royal wedding, and weddings everywhere, are ruined!

Mia Floppyear's Snowy Adventure Meadows, Daisy 9781408338872 £5.99 Orchard Books 06+

It's time for the Frost Festival in Friendship Forest, and all the little animals are waiting for snow, food and 
presents!  Baby bunny Mia Floppyear is the most excited of all, as she's going to perform in the Winter Show 
. . . Until wicked witch Grizelda casts a spell to ruin the fun for everyone!  Can Jess and Lily find the three 
Winter Wonders and stop Grizelda?
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Molly Twinkletail Meadows, Daisy 9781408345832 £4.99 Orchard Books 06+

Best friends Jess and Lily love all animals. But when they follow a mysterious golden cat into Friendship 
Forest - a place where animals live in tiny cottages and sip dandelion tea at the Toadstool Cafe - their animal 
friends suddenly become much more magical!  Lily and Jess are invited to the Friendship Forest fair! But 
Grizelda the witch wants to spoil everyone's fun and her servants, the Boggits, trick little Molly Twinkletail into 
running away from the party. It's up to the girls to find her.

Leave No Trace Mejia, Mindy 9781786489777 £14.99 Quercus 13+

Ten yrs after a boy & father go missing in the wilderness of Minnesota, the boy - no longer a boy - walks out 
of the forest. Violent and uncommunicative the authorities take him to Congdon Mental Institution. There, 
language therapist Maya is given the task of making a connection with this boy/man who came back. But he 
tries to escape, refuses to answer any questions. In many ways he is old far beyond his years; in others, still 
a child. But Maya, who was abandoned by her own mother, has secrets, too. And as she's drawn closer to 
this enigmatic bo

Space tortoise Montgomery, Ross 9780571331055 6.99 Faber & Faber 05+

Once, in an old rusty bin in an old rusty playground in an old empty park there lived a little tortoise. But 
Tortoise is lonely. He's never seen any other tortoises, and wonders where they could all be hiding. Then, 
one day, he looks up and the night sky, and sees a million blinking lights winking at him. "That must be where 
the other tortoises are - at the top of the sky! I wish I could join them." But how can a little tortoise get to the 
top of the sky? And so begins a magical journey...

Poppy Field Morpurgo, Michael 9781407181424 £12.99 Scholastic 07+

In Flanders' fields, young Martens knows his family's story, for it is as precious as the faded poem hanging in 
their home. From a poor girl comforting a grieving soldier, to an unexpected meeting of strangers, to a 
father's tragic death many decades after treaties were signed, war has shaped Martens's family in profound 
ways - it is their history as much as any nation's.  They remember.   They grieve.   They honour the past.   
This book also includes a full-colour, illustrated afterword that explains the history that inspired the story.

Outlaw - The Story of Robin Hood Morpurgo, Michael 9780007465927 £6.99 Harper Collins 09+

Homeless and lost in a dark, strange forest, young Robin is rescued by a motley crew of misfits. He yearns 
to avenge his father and seek justice against cruel oppressors, to finally defeat the Sheriff of Nottingham, 
once and for all. And through his friends, Robin Hood finds the courage to become a legendary hero.

Girls Can Vlog: Lucy Locket Online Disaste Moss, Emma 9781509814916 £6.99 Macmillan 10+

It's bad enough having to move house, school and country all at the same time, without making a fool of 
yourself on the first day of term. But that's just what Lucy's done - and one of her classmates has videoed 
the whole thing and put it online! Lucy's so stressed, her stammer's become worse than ever. So when a 
friend encourages her to create her own videos, she thinks it's a terrible idea - surely she's embarrassed 
herself enough for one lifetime! But when Lucy finally gives vlogging a try, she's amazed to find that people 
act all ant to atch

The Large Family - A Piece of Cake Murphy, Jill 9781406370737 £6.99 Walker 04+

Mrs Large the elephant is feeling a bit wibbly-wobbly – so decides the whole family need to shape up! 
Biscuits and crisps are out, veggies and jogs are in! But, when you're a hungry elephant ... healthy eating 
and exercise is no piece of cake

The Large Family - A Quiet Night In Murphy, Jill 9781844285273 £6.99 Walker 04+

It's Mr Large the elephant's birthday and Mrs Large is planning a nice, quiet night in – a night for just the two 
of them. But even with the children washed and in their pyjamas before half past four, the night doesn't 
unfold quite to plan!

The Large Family - All In One Piece Murphy, Jill 9781844285341 £6.99 Walker 04+

Mr and Mrs Large are getting ready for the office dinner-dance. But with Lester, Laura, Luke and the baby 
around, they'll be lucky to get out of the house all in one piece!
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The Large Family - Five Minutes' Peace Murphy, Jill 9781844285396 £6.99 Walker 04+

Mrs Large the elephant – who just needs five minutes of peace and quiet away from her boisterous children! 
So, taking refuge in the bathroom, she fills herself a hot, foamy bubble bath and takes in a tray of her 
favourite breakfast and the morning paper. But there’s never a dull moment with the Larges, and it soon 
becomes clear that mum's quiet time is to be very short-lived!

The Large Family - Mr Large In Charge Murphy, Jill 9781406370751 £6.99 Walker 04+

Mrs Large isn't feeling too good. So Mr Large sends her back to bed. "I'll take charge," he says. Mrs Large 
settles down for a nice rest while Mr Large and the children get busy hoovering, dusting and tidying. But Mrs 
Large's day doesn't turn out to be quite as restful as she had first hoped!

Dear Hound Murphy, Jill 9780141323459 £5.99 Puffin 07+

Alfie is a young deerhound. He loves his boy Charlie, and cheese, and he's very good at digging holes  - and 
not much else. But poor Alfie has got lost. He's never been away from home before and he's scared - of 
thunderstorms and being hungry and never seeing Charlie again...... Meanwhile, Charlie doesn't know what 
to do - but one thing is for sure, he'll never stop looking for his dear hound. Can Alfie ever find his way back 
to Charlie - and his great big squashy beanbag in the kitchen?

Hide and Seek Noakes, Polly 9781786281814 £6.99 Child's Play 02+

A group of friends wanders out into the meadow to play a game of hide-and-seek on a beautiful summer’s 
afternoon. Children will delight in spotting the hidden creatures on each page as the little girl tries to find 
them. But it’s not always clear who is hunting whom, or who is actually playing. A charming, richly illustrated 
book, with a gentle hint of suspense and a satisfying twist at the end.

Very Long Sleep, The Noakes, Polly 9781786281289 £6.99 Child's Play 03+

Fox, Chipmunk, Marmot and Bear are such good friends that they decide to build a forest home and live in it 
together. But when winter comes, Chipmunk, Marmot and Bear fall into a deep sleep. Fox can't wake them 
up at all. Fox is lonely and confused, especially when packages start to arrive for the other three animals. 
What on earth can be in them, and will the three friends ever wake up?

What I Like Ohinn, Gervase 9781904550129 £5.99 Child's Play 05+

This entertaining volume of verse for the very young is the perfect introduction to poetry. It includes poems 
about everything that is important to children: animals, family, food - and some very good jokes. Jane Eccles' 
humorous and wacky illustrations perfectly complement this lively and amusing collection.

Armistice Runner Palmer, Tom 9781781128251 £6.99 Barrington Stoke 09+

Lily has lots of worries. She's struggling to compete in her fell-running races and, worse, she's losing her 
gran to Alzheimer's. But then she discovers her great-great-grandfather's diaries from the First World War. 
Could his incredible story of bravery help her reconnect with her gran and even give her the inspiration she 
needs to push through and win?

Who Killed Darius Drake? Phillbrick, Rodman 9781474946728 £6.99 Usborne 09+

Whatever you've heard about Darius Drake... it's wrong. Some of the stories are lies, some are mistakes, 
and the rest were invented by Darius to fool his enemies. And I do mean ENEMIES. Not school bullies or 
mean kids. I'm talking about real, grown-up enemies who would stop at nothing to find the legendary Dunbar 
diamonds before Darius and I did. So whatever you've heard - forget it. Because THIS is what really 
happened.

Still Water Priestly, Chris 9781781128336 £6.99 Barrington Stoke 08+

Evacuated from London at the outbreak of war, Rosie is taken in by kind Mrs Taylor and her daughter Mary. 
But all is not as it seems. Mary resents and bullies Rosie, and Mrs Taylor is hiding a dark secret. When 
Rosie comes across a strange girl swimming in a local pond, she hopes they will become friends. But 
instead her appearance leads to a horrifying revelation that will have terrifying consequences...
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Inch Prince, The Punter, Russell 9780746096901 £4.99 Usborne 06+

When Mrs. Ping wishes for a little child, that’s exactly what she gets. But there’s something very unusual
about this particular boy. The Inch Prince is in the Usborne First Reading series, written especially for 
children who are learning to read, and developed in consultation with Alison Kelly, Senior Lecturer in 
Education and reading specialist at Roehampton University. With delightful illustrations, these books 
combine great stories with
simple te t to e cite and inspire an beginner reader

Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar 
Children Book 2 - Hollow City Riggs, Ransom 9781594747359 £8.30 QuirkBooks 12+

This second novel begins in 1940, immediately after the first book ended. Having escaped Miss Peregrine's 
island by the skin of their teeth, Jacob and his new friends must journey to London, the peculiar capital of the 
world. Along the way, they encounter new allies, a menagerie of peculiar animals, and other unexpected 
surprises. Complete with dozens of newly discovered (and thoroughly mesmerizing) vintage photographs, 
this new adventure will delight readers of all ages.

Bananas in my Ears Rosen, Michael 9781406337556 £7.99 Walker 05+

From the chaos of breakfast and to the calm of bedtime, this quirky collection of nonsense poetry written by 
Michael Rosen and illustrated by Quentin Blake is full of delightful moments. Read of the pleasures of 
messing about and the pains of feeling ill, of animal antics down at the doctor's and strange goings-on on the 
beach... All this and a trip on a flying bed too.

Dork Diaries - Puppy Love Russell, Rachel 
Renée 9781471144585 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 09+

When the animal shelter Brandon volunteers at (how cute is he?) is too full to take a litter of abandoned 
puppies, Nikki decides to look after them until the shelter has more room. Simple, right? UMMM NO!  Her 
parents won't allow dogs in the house so Nikki has to hide the pups at home and take them to school in 
secret...but the dogs are a lot harder work than they look - and messier too!  Is Nikki's plan going to end in a 
pawfully dorky disaster?

Dork Diaries Pop Star Russell, Rachel 
Renée 9781471144035 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 09+

Let the spotlight showdown commence... Nikki Maxwell's school is holding a talent competition and Nikki 
can't wait to start practising dance moves with her BFFs, Chloe and Zoey, and impressing Brandon, her 
crush, with her singing skills! But then Nikki finds out that her arch-nemesis, MacKenzie, is entering the 
contest too, and she's determined to steal the limelight from Nikki and her friends. Can a dork like Nikki take 
on the most popular girl in school and win?

Home and Dry Smith, Sarah L 9781846437564 £6.99 Child's Play 03+

The Paddling family love nothing more than living on an island beneath a big black cloud, surrounded by 
water. As the seasons change and the water dries up, an unexpected visitor arrives, but the family is 
nowhere to be found. Before long, their visitor is in trouble and the rescue brings a big surprise! Richly 
illustrated, this story explores the themes of home, friendship and family.

All the Wrong Questions 1 - Who Could 
That Be At This Hour? Snicket, Lemony 9781405268844 £6.99 Egmont 08+

In a fading town, far from anyone he knew or trusted, a young Lemony Snicket began his apprenticeship in 
an organization nobody knows about. He began asking questions that shouldn’t have been on his mind. Now 
he has written an account that should not be published, in four volumes that shouldn’t be read. This is the 
first volume

All the Wrong Questions 2 - When Did 
You See Her Last? Snicket, Lemony 9781405271066 £6.99 Egmont 08+

In the fading town of Stain’d-by-the-Sea, young apprentice Lemony Snicket has a new case to solve when he 
and his chaperone are hired to find a missing girl. Is the girl a runaway? Or was she kidnapped? Was she 
seen last at the grocery store? Or could she have stopped at the diner? Is it really any of your business?

All the Wrong Questions 3 - Shouldn't You 
Be in School? Snicket, Lemony 9781405276245 £6.99 Egmont 08+

Young apprentice Lemony Snicket is investigating a case of arson but soon finds himself enveloped in the 
ever-increasing mystery that haunts the town of Stain’d-by-the-Sea. Who is setting the fires? What secrets 
are hidden in the Department of Education? Why are so many schoolchildren in danger? Is it all the work of 
the notorious villain Hangfire? How could you even ask that? What kind of education have you had?
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All the Wrong Questions 4 - Why Is This 
Night Different from All Other Nights? Snicket, Lemony 9781405282154 £6.99 Egmont 08+

There was a town, and there was a train, and there was a murder. Apprentice investigator Lemony Snicket 
was on the train, and he thought that if he solved the murder he could save the town.  In the tradition of great 
storytellers, from Dickens to Dahl, comes an exquisitely dark comedy that is both literary and irreverent. 
You’ll laugh only if you find humour in gothic and mysterious things involving detectives and crime solving.

Doctor Who: The Secret in Vault 13 Solomons, David 9781405937610 £6.99 Penguin 07+

A dark secret locked inside an ancient vault; three long-lost keys; an evil alien intent on destroying the 
universe. Oh, and a talking plant. This talking begonia’s cry for help reveals that the galaxy is in dire peril, 
and naturally only Doctor Who (Jodie Whitaker’s incarnation specifically), along with her friends Yaz, Ryan 
and Graham, can save the day.

The secret of black rock Stanton, Joe Todd 9781911171744 6.99 Flying Eye 06+

Erin loves to lie on the jetty, looking for the weirdest fish in the sea -- the weirder, the better! And she knows 
the best ones must be further out, where her mum won't let her go ...Out there in the deepest sea lies the 
Black Rock: a huge, dark and spiky mass that is said to destroy any boats that come near it! Can Erin 
uncover the truth behind this mysterious legend?

Big Red Rock, The Stockham, Jess 9781786280022 £6.99 Child's Play 03+

When Bif finds a big red rock blocking his way, he decides it has to go. But how? Nothing he tries will move 
it. Bif's friend Bop knows some monsters who might be able to help. When none of their ingenious methods 
work, they all have to decide what to do next - with surprising results! A simple and comic tale about 
teamwork and problem-solving.

King Leonard's Teddy Swan, Phoebe 9781786281838 £6.99 Child's Play 03+

King Leonard is so rich that he can buy whatever he wants. Anything old or brokenis thrown onto the growing 
pile of trash outside his castle. But one day something breaks that can't be easily replaced. And what's 
worse, King Leonard can't find anyone who knows how to fix it. Phoebe Swan's striking illustrations grace 
this powerful story with a strong environmental message.

Guiding Me Home and Away Thomas, Dave 9780995765870 £20.00 Hornet Books 16+

Socks down, minus shin pads, Dave  was the winger Don Revie once referred to as 'the most exciting 
prospect in British soccer.' Dave's speed & crossing ability entertained fans of Burnley, QPR, Everton, 
Wolves,  Middlesbrough and Portsmouth. A fascinating career which included eight England caps, Dave lost 
a good deal of his confidence and independence when he lost his sight. This is the uplifting and emotional 
story of how he regained control of his life when paired with his guide dog, Hannah.

A place for Pluto Wade, Stef 9781474763271 6.99 Raintree 06+

Pluto got the shock of his life when he was kicked out of the famous nine. His planet status was stripped 
away, leaving him lost and confused. Poor Pluto! On his quest to find a place where he belongs, he talks to 
comets, asteroids, and meteoroids. He doesn't fit in anywhere! But when Pluto is about to give up, he runs 
into a dwarf planet and finally finds his place in the solar system.

World's Worst Children 3 Walliams David 9780008304591 £14.99 Harper Collins 10+

Just when you thought it was safe to go back to your bookshelf, 10 more horrendously hilarious stories about 
the absolute worst children ever! From ten-year old Hank and his endless pranks on his poor, long-suffering 
family, to Tandy and her titanic tantrums – this brand new collection is the perfect companion to World’s 
Worst Children books 1 and 2 and an ideal gift for the worst children in your life!

Bear who went Boo, The Walliams, David 9780008174897 £6.99 Harper Collins 03+

WARNING! This book will make you JUMP! From Number One bestselling author David Walliams comes 
this joyful extravaganza of a book. Bear-illiantly illustrated by award-winning Tony Ross.
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Ice Monster, The Walliams, David 9780008164690 £7.99 Harper Collins 09+

 LONDON 1899.   When Elsie, an orphan on the streets of Victorian London, hears about the mysterious ice 
monster - a woolly mammoth found at the North Pole  - she's determined to discover more.                              
Soon Elsie is face to face with the creature, and on the adventure of a lifetime - from London, across the 
high seas, to the heart of the North Pole!

The World's Worst Children 2 Walliams, David 9780008259624 £14.99 Harper Collins 09+

If you thought you had read about the World’s Worst Children already, you’re in for a rather nasty shock. The 
beastly boys and gruesome girls in this book are even ruder, even more disgusting and WORSE than you 
could ever imagine! This gorgeous hardback collection of ten stories from the master himself, David 
Walliams, will make you snort with laughter and thank your lucky stars that you don’t know anyone like 
Gruesome Griselda or Fussy Frankie in real life. It also features a special appearance from fan-favourite 
Raj!

Fing! Walliams, David 9780008342579 £12.99 Harper Collins 10+

Meet the Meeks!  Myrtle Meek has everything she could possibly want. But everyting isn't enough. She 
wants more, more, more! When Myrtle declares she wants a FING, There's only one problem . . . What is a 
FING?                     A deliciously daft, totally surreal Tall Story of two perfectly nice parents and their perfectly 
monstous daughter  and the explosive arrival of a FING!

The World's Worst Teachers Walliams, David 9780008305789 £14.99 Harper/Collins 10+

If you've met the world's worst children -  get ready for something much much worse….The World's Worst 
Teachers!. You have been warned

Camp David Walliams, David 9780241957721 £8.99 Penguin 16+

Launched to fame with Little Britain, characters - Lou, Florence, Emily & others - became embedded in our 
popular culture. You couldn't enter a playground without hearing "eh, eh, eh" or "computer says no". 
Walliams is a mystery. Often described as a bundle of contradictions, disarming and enigmatic, playing up 
his campness one minute, hinting about his depression the next. To read Camp David is to be truly shocked, 
as well as tickled pink: David Walliams bares his soul and reveals a fascinating and complex mind. 

Child of St Kilda Waters, Beth 9781786281876 £12.99 Child's Play 04+

Norman John Gillies was one of the last children ever born on St Kilda, five years before the whole 
population was evacuated forever to the British mainland. People had lived on these islands for over four 
thousand years, developing a thriving, tightly-knit society that knew nothing of crime or money, and took care 
of its weakest members without hesitation. At the mercy of the seasons and the elements, a unique lifestyle 
evolved, based around resilience, mutual trust and caring. What was it like to grow up in such harsh 
conditions? Wh and ho did this ancient a of life s ddenl cease in 1930? Where did the islanders go

Muddy Water Watson, Neil 9780993435300 £9.99 Hornet Books 15+

Leslie is a loner who winds up living on a barge with his little dog Harry in Wivenhoe. Cruelly denied his 
inheritance by his less than loving father, Leslie sets out to gain revenge by ‘creating’ an heir to his former 
home on the Markland Estate in Yorkshire. But just when Leslie is tantalisingly close to securing his revenge, 
his plan threatens to unravel when a damaging climax ends in a prison sentence. Leslie has plenty of time on 
his hands to contemplate his actions. Was he morally right to do what he did? 

Thousand Year Old Boy, The Welford, Rex 978000825694-4 £6.99 HarperCollins 12+

Alfie Monk is like any other nearly teenage boy - except he's a thousand years old and can remember the 
last Viking invasion of England.    So when everything Alfie knows and loves is destroyed in a fire, and the 
modern world comes crasing in, Alfie embarks on a mission to find friendship, acceptance and a different 
way to live.......which means finding a way to make sure he will eventually die.                                                    
There are lots of stories about people who want to live forever. This is not one of those stories. Alfie wants to 
stop

Time Travelling with a Hamster Welford, Ross 9780008156312 £6.99 Harper Collins 10+

I suppose if you'd asked me before, I'd have said a time machine might look something like a submarine? Or 
perhaps a space rocket.  Instead, I'm looking at a laptop and a tin tub frfom a garden centre.  This is my 
dad's time machine.  And it's about to change the world.  Well, mine at any rate.               Al Chaudrey has a 
chance to save his dad's life - but to do it he must travel to 1984...  This astonishing and original novel will 
make you laugh, cry and wonder - and wish you could turn back time.
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Dog Who Saved the World, The Welford, Ross 9780008256975 £6.99 Harper Collins 12+

When the eleven-year-old Georgie befriends an eccentric retired scientist, she becomes the test subject for 
a thrilling new experiment: a virtual-reality 3D version of the future.     But then a deadly disease threatens 
the life of every dog in the country and Georgie's beloved dog, Mr Mash, gets sick. And that's only the start 
of her troubles.   Soon, Georgie and Mr Mash must embark on a desperate quest: to save every dog on 
earth, and maybe even all of humanity.........without actually leaving the room.

Frack! Wesley, Mark 9780995765818 £8.99 Hornet Books 14+

A James Stack novel: In a highly ingenious plot that exploits a hidden danger at the cutting edge of drilling 
technology, a Russian oligarch attempts to sabotage the UK's shale gas reserves - and make Great Britain 
dependent on his own vast Siberian supply.

Just Call Me Spaghetti-Hoop Boy Williamson. Lara 9781474921305 £6.99 Usborne 11+

My name is Adam Butters. I live on Planet Earth, I like eating spaghetti-hoops and I've decided I'm going to 
be a SUPERHERO.    Everyone loves superheroes, they solve problems and make people happy, and that's 
good because my mum needs cheering up. Also, I've found out that before I was adopted my real mum 
called me ACE. So now I've just got to prove to the world that's what I am. One mission at a time....               
Hilarious, heart-warming and heart-breaking in equal measures, this is a story about the power in all of us to 
be e traordinar

Field Trip to the Moon Willis, Jeanne 9781529010626 £6.99 Macmillan 03+

We saw them land in rocky sand, all sealed in silver suits. Hand-in-hand the earthlings marched, with space 
dust on their boots. The aliens are fascinated when a group of children come to explore the Moon. But it's 
only when curiosity separates one of the earthlings from the rest of the class that the real  adventure can 
begin. Beautifully illustrated by rising talent, John Hare, and written by award-winning author, Jeanne Willis, 
this heart-warming picture book encourages kindness, exploration and courage.

The Mum-Minder Wilson, Jacqueline 9780440868255 £4.99 Corgi 08+

I'm Sadie and I'm nearly nine. Mum's a childminder, but she doesn't have to mind me. I can mind myself, 
easy-peasy. Lucky for Mum, because now she's got the flu, so I've got to mind her - and help with all the 
babies!

Refugee Boy Zephaniah, 
Benjamin 9781408894996 £7.99 Bloomsbury 10+

Life is not safe for Alem. His father is Ethopian, his mother Eritrean. Their countries are at war, and Alem is 
welcome in neither place. So Alem is excited to spend a holiday in London with his father - until he wakes up 
to find him gone. What seems like a betrayal is in fact an act of love, but now Alem is alone in a strange 
country, and he must forge his own path ...
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